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1'.1. Demand for Reform 

From Turkey to the Philippines and Guinea, from New Zealand to 

Peru, p)Ucymake=- l are reducing trade barriers, selling off state·owned 

enterprises, repealing govammentregulations, and otherwise opening 

their societies to increased opportunities for investment and economic 

growth.. Even in Communist bloc countries, there is increasing evidence of 

reform otpublic policies. This is especially true in China. Russia, and 

selected eastern European countriea. In the case ot less-developed 

countries (LDC), many external influences exercised by the World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund (IMP), Agency for In.ternational 

De,velopment (AID), and other bilateral donors have increased the demand 

for reform of public policies. 

Intbe case of agriculture, the demand for reform has come from 

many sources. The willingness to pay for reform of agricultural policies in 

industrial countries is suggested by the estimates that have been made of 

the distortions that res.ult from such policies. In the case of direct 

consumer and taxpayer costs, the Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD) has recently estimated that these costs are 

approaching $280 billion annually, a figure double the level of five years 

ago. The general equilibrium effects of such policies show that they not 

only burden taxpayers and consumers but also adversely affect employment 

in the rest of the economy_ Recent studies published by the Center for 



iQtematiCJDal EconoDUcainAwstra1ia and reportedtbia last May at the 

AD1erican Enterprise Inatitutesuggeet that tOO.a8 costa are staggering. 

According to the general equilibrium anaIysisthathasbeen conducted 

&n.dassuming agricultural protection in the OECDcountriea were 

eliminated, LDes would gain$26biUion. and would experience a. 2.4~rcent 

per year reduction in external public debt (Loo·and Tower). Coincidently, 

inr~ ~trialcountrieswoutd gain $17 million from reduced needs orLDCs for 

aid. Using a similar model, Stoeckel and Breclding have estimated that, by 

removing protection in the four European Community (EO) countries, 

approximately 3 million jobs would be generated, and manufacturing 

exports would be increased by 5 pexcent. For the United States, Robinson, 

Kilkinny, and Adelman have estimated that the unilateral removal of 

agricultural protection will generate a $10 billion gain in U. S. gross 

national product (GNP), a $26 billion reduction in government deficits, and 

a $36 billion increase in investment. These general equilibrium effects 

identify a number of other potential losers to current agricultural and food 

policies in the developed world. 

The burden that is placed on various groups to finance the transfer of 

w'ealth and income to agricultural producers within the industrialized 

oountries exceeds by an order of magnitude of at least two what farmers 

receive in the way of subsidization. Regardless of whether we believe the 

above estimates are reliable or accurate, there can be little doubt that the 

economic gains from effective reform of public policies which transfer 

income and wealth to agricultural producers far exceed the losses that 

would be experienced by these producers. 
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1.2. Su,pply of1J.eform 

In light. of the above denumu8, why is there so little public sector 

reformsnpply?Speeifica11y, in light 01 the large potential benefits of policy 

relorDl.why is it as yet unrealized? Ananswertbatprovides.many 

insightsisprovid,~ by the JWtion of aml •• '".market-not aconven~,:~ 

economic market but apolitical economic market. Political and economic 

markets areJWt 8Bp2rtible. 

The ubiquitous nature of govemmentalintervention in agricultUl"8 and 

the dominant role it plays in market dynamics argue for a serious 

examination of the linkages. both forward and backward, between 

oconoudc markets and theformRti.on of public policy. Political and 

economic markets are both forward and backward linked. The nature of 

this bicausal integration contradicts conventional treatments of 

agricultural markets and governmental policy. 

Reform is not supplied, and the market does not emerge because the 

transactions costs are faced in the design and implementation reform is 

viewed as simply too large. The components of tbetransactions costs 

include limited information, inadequate institutional mechanisms for 

winners oltha reform to be heard. inadequate compensation schemes to buy 

off the losers of reform, adjustment costs refiulting !Tom the change in 

policy, and the paten,ial damage to the credibility of govemmentin its 

design &.nd implemr .ntation of reform policies. 

1 .. 8. Relevant Products 

Muc.h of the implicit analysis on the market for public policy reform is 

totally inappropriate because it incorrectly defmes the relevant product. 

Most analyses of reform, partlcularly a transparency analysis, focus only 



on PEBr pdlicielor political economic-seeking transfer policies. These 

policieaaremeant to redistribute wealth from one social group to another 

and .8.l'e ostensibly unconcemedwith E!t1iclency. Other types of policies or 

products in the ma1!'&et for reform are PERTs or political economics 

resoureetransactiona policies. Tbese policieaare meant to correct market 

failureaor provide public goods topromotf1 economic growth and are 

ostensibly neutral with respect to their distributional elfeets. 

Thediatinction between the types of policies is briefty summarized by 

the popular metaphor of an economyu a pie: PERTe expand the size of the 

pie and PEST. allocate the po.rtiona served. This joint product approach 

involrin.g both PESTs and PERTs rejects the extreme views Cound in the 

literature that .focus· either 0"1 government failure [rent seeking, direetly 

unprQdu,ctive profit seeking (DUPa), etc., associated with the names 

Buchanan and TuUock, Baghwati, etc.] or market failure (conventional 

welfare analysis where correct action is taken by disinterested government 

decision makers). We taketbeperspective in this paper that these extren.. ... 

viewloruy set the bounds on actual govemment behavior. 

The above Buchanan et al .. frameworks and all oCthese models which 

focus on govemment failure provide in most instances an unacceptable 

basis for prescription, namely, there should be no government or public 

sector. Equally unacceptable, standard welfare analysis provides a basis 

Cor a false prescriptlon. 

The PERTIPEST framework admits both market and government 

failure. This perspective is soundly supported by the empirical evidence on 

both market and government failures. It also provides a basis for 

prescription and the evaluation of policy reform. The prescription is simply 



thatpoUcywmch,ptveethepubUe inte .... t .mustmi·f)imize theadvene 

·eft"'eetI·ofMth typeeorranure. 

EYen in a Mtmdan wo~ld. the eDlphaaia on the control ·of atwplus by a 

partieu1ar clan also luggeet.that anefticiency-improving inltitutional 

cbaQ&e (reform of PERTs) cannot really be separated from that of 

rediltributiveinstitntionai change (retorm or PESTe) pariicu1m:lywhen 

usues '0£ collediv8'actions, cluacapacity. mobUization~ andstru.gale in the 

historical process are important. A shift 'intbe focus. or 'attention ,from the 

efficiency ~. ,or aninstitUQon to the diatribu6veimplicatioDS ,inevitably 

confronts us with the question of somehow grappling withtbe elusive 

eonceptof "power" and with political 'processes whichmucb.of neoclassical 

inetitutionaleconomics. fai1stoexamine. 

1 .. 4.COtIIIt Theorem 

ThistheoMm claims that complete compotitive market:.. are not 

necessary Cor efficiency. Rather, if the market outcome is inefficient, then 

people will get together and negotiate their way to efficiency. or course, it 

is a tautology that, ifpeople negotiate efficiently, then every outcome will be 

efficient <else people will negotiate something better). We can always 

attribute inefficiencies to "bargaining. imperfections" but, in many 

instances, it may not be useful to do so. Nevertheless. the theorem states 

that, it nothing obstructs efficient bargaining, then people will negotiate 

until they reach Pareto·efliciency. 

In the case of agricultural policies, of course, many people must 

cooperate and, as a result, the negotiation process is far more difficult than 

if only a handful of people are involved. Getting many to negotiate 

successfully about supplying a public good is especially difficult. 

·5· 



Tbt··eoa.·~haa .. ·often1:MMn uedin·lUIa·i~ecoJJOMlc# 

toilllplyiDIeriority CJtpve11lll1entintenentionto privets propertyrighta • 

. Even.when ,the market ou.tcome is inefficient (al is the case With 

e#.ernalit1)IIJ)eOple wmBUppoaedlypttogether and .negotiate their way to 

e8iciency under pnv.te propertyrighta. Recently, however, FarreUbas 

shown the implaUlibiUty of the Coue theorem even in a aecond-bestaense. 

He formally demonstrates that, under incomplete information, voluntary 

.negotiation under private property rights may be unable to perform as well 

as even an uninformed bumbling bureaucrat. 

As Bardhan hal recently noted in the context of path-dependent 

proceues and multiple equilibria where a current institution is locked into 

a Buboptimal local equilibrium. on account, 8.,.. of self-reinforcing 

coontinationeifecta, it may sometimes be easier for the State to orchestrate 

a mandated collective changeover to a superior equilibrium. Collective 

action orchestrated by the government eanplay a major role in the market 

for reform by lowering thetranaaction cost facing various interest groups. 

1.6. Governing Criterion. Function. 

Selected policies in a world of rationale decision makers reflect an 

optimization game which can be modeIec:l 8S a. maximization of a reduced 

fonnpolUieal preference funetion or gJJfJeming criterion /hnction. Current 

policies maximize the governing criterion function, which does not 

necessarily represent the public interest or certainly a social welfare 

function. 

Policies cannot be investigated or evaluated by some fictitious 

utilitarian criterion function. Moreover, policies cannot be based on laws 

written de novo on a "clean sheet of paper." Such a framework would 



pnlvide ,a: .Plidelor public policy in the, Garden or Eden where only the 

ptQblicillterNt iapven ;IlnY wei.Pt. 

An analogy eanbe.drawn to StunuellOn'sDet socialpayot'f function in 

tIut· cont.t of pUX'QeconoDlicmarketa. In the case of surely competitive 

markets. Samuelson .howedthatmaximbdngthe net social payoff is 

equivalent to tmding the price eq\lilibriwn in:.. parlicularmarket. 

Similarly, .. actualpolicysettingamadmiu· the political· preference runetion 

(PPFlol" thel'9vemingcriterion function1ref1eeting ,the relative weight 

and influence of various interestp'Oups (including the degree of 

government Butonomy) in the polley 'formation proesu. 

Policies are in place. in part. because they serve the interest of Uloae 

with relative 'political power and influence. Cu~nt policies represent 

equiHbrium outcomes (perhaps short run) inpoHtic:al economic markets. 

They are the net result of forces that come together in political economic 

markets .. 

1.6. Basic Premises 

In evaluating the market for policy reform, a number of basic 

premises must be kept in mind. First, we live in a second best world. First 

best solutions are not achievable. Second, 'pure. transfers do· notexiat. This 

means. of course, the decoupled policies will not be effectively implemented 

because of the ¥lonseparabUity between political and economic markets. 

Many reasons can be advanced for why pure transfers do Dot emerge 

in the real world. Most interestIng in a world of imperfect information, 

govemmentahave solved the problem posed by new waIf are economics. 

Namely, when a policy change can be shown to increase the total size of the 

pie andbenefita some parties more than other parties 103e. governments 

-7-



dNipcoupled ilanlfer ~\ <PESTs). Thua coupt .. transfer schemes 

in ,eft"ect'lmplement aetwd comJ)lDlation .achemta rather tha4 performing 

p()~ntial compeJ.Ustion ,valuation. ..'1.1,plted, 'hYDe" welfare 

economies .. 

Ina wo!Jd of Iimited,intOl'DlatioD, it eam:be .bown under certain 

conditions that, coupl.edtranlfEt ... dcmdnate puretraDJf'era. AI Blackorby 

andDonald$on comment "If informatioa.about preferenceais notpubUcly 

available 14 the, IOvemment, the;.uperiority oCtnuuf'eraoC purchaaiDI' 

power aver tranafersof goods and lervices diuppun" (p.,691). The reaJOn 

CorthiJ Nault is that traD.Ifera· baed on pagona! cbaracteri.lticawill 

induce persona without thOle cbaracteriatica either to mimic the intended 

recipient. and fool the; transferring qencycr to adopt those characteristics 

in reality. 

1./1. Emergence of e Jlf.ll'lttl for Btform 

Transparency analysis addreases the limited information ®Itades 

raced in supplying retorms. Transparency analysis, however, is neither 

necelaary or sufficient for achievinc policy reform. In essenee, 

transparency analysis is the wrongaolution to the wrong problem.. The 

problem it that current policies are not poly f:omposed of PESTs but,es 

well •. the llIMCiated PERT.. It ia the mixture oftbe two policies that 

represent the probJem,not just one component of those policies. 

Even :it the PESTa were the only problem. transparency analysis does 

not repreae.nt a complete solution. To achieve reform we must focus an the 

PPF or pveming criterion function which rationalizes curren!t policies. 

This foree.an examination of institutional constraints and transactions 

costa r.,oed by various groups entering and exiting the market for public 



pOliq'·rtfotm. A chanpintbe tnoaactioneoat will alter tbemabup ofithe 

PPF. 

If diveneand UJ'lorpnized pons- are able to enter the political 

economic m.arket through chanBu in iruJUtutionaor transactions coata. 

they, too. will exert preslure.. This e.emonor pre.sure will ·alter the 

incentive tj)rwell~rpnized. interest groupa to. also inveatin IUch. preAure. 

:Botbof the efl"eet& will chanp ibeweilbts ortJ1ade..otr. that appear ,in the 

PPF acrou variouaintereltpvupe_ 

In the ftDBlacalyai,a. to achieve me811in,rul polley reform. tbeatarting 

point must hetbe exilting policy .ystem, indudingtbe governiDl criterion 

functiop thatratio.naJizedwhateYer PESTa and. PEaTs policielare in place. 

Operationally. policy reform ia piecemeal and dynamic incontrut to the 

onc.and-for-atway •. character of Utopian policy d8l$p. Simply put, the 

meehaniea ot reform must be conditioned by ailtingpoHcies. 

1,,8. Trt:uuactiOM Cost$ lind the Gowmmellt~. Rok 

If governments have aufticient autonomy or all! expoaed to external 

binding constraints. it is more Ukely to CaeiUtatererorm by bringing 

potential loserl and winner. together in one forum or another. By 

providing better inCormationand designing effective adjustment schemes. 

the govemment can lower the transactions costa so that a market for 

reform is created. 

The more creditable is government. the low·er. will bQ the cost of 

supplying the raform and the lesl waste win be generated by strategic 

behavior of various interest groups. A government with sufficient 

credibility can aJao design compensation schemes and institutions which 

can counter the opposition to proposed reform . 

.. g.. 



I. KultfpleProductaiDtbelfBket_~BeIxm, 

~.J. PERT and PESl' Polida 

The framework admittinl b1)th market and government failure 

dilt.inauiahfa bet.ween PERT and PEST pOliciel. PERT policies arethoae 

forml oCinterventioD which COlUct Plarket failure by reducing 

transaction,,: costs faced by the private eeonomie ayatem. Examples ollnch 

policies include all type. otpublicgoocis. basic reM arch e~nditurelt 

generation of informationo taxes or lubsidiaa on externalities, adjustment 

policieato eountermacroeeonomie shocks which generate overshooting 

exterr.uillties. etc. 

In contn!st, PEST policies reflect political economic-seeking transfers 

which lead to govem,mentfailure. In the formation or these policies. 

interest groups co,mpete by spending time. energy. and money on the 

produ,ctioD of pressure to influence both tbe design and tactical 

implementation of policies. 

Governments employ a portfolio or mixture of PERT and PEST policies. 

Ther.e is a wide scope of possibilities to interchange the use of PESTs and 

PERTs so as to acquire and maintain political power.. The PERTIPEST 

integrated framework emphasizes trans.actiona costs and provides the 

foundation Cor meaningful prescription.. Government autonomy and 

credibility j,B enhanced whenever the public sector has actually adopted. or 

behaves 88 if it has adopted, such a framework. The framework has three 

major dimensions: the level of PEST intervention, the level of PERT 

intervention. and the choice of the policy instrument mix. The choice of the 

mix. of course. is a discrete selection problem. 

-10-



2.2. StylizedFtIdII 

Considel" a public goo,d that potentially can make both producers and 

consumers better off if there is SO"" c.·~~ua1 sbaring of benefits. The 

market-exchange effects of this F.~,.;l~T '" t:· .. ~ .U1ibrium, however, are such as 

tomue producers worse off than without its dissemination. Specifically, 

total wealth increases (the pie expands) but, due to an inelastic demand, the 

distribution of benefits changes to the detriment,Qfproducers. 

Producers acting as a coalition may obstruct the implementation of the 

public good or PERT unless they are compensated in some form. One form 

of compensation is to introduce a PEST which transfers some wealth 

resulting from the new PERT equilibrium to producers. This transfer of 

wealth, the PEST, may actually be a means of securing the welfare .. 

increasing policy even though it may appear as an inefficient rent-seeking 

based policy. As a result, the wealth transfer may be a crucial and Pareto

improving component of general policy. 

Undel· these circumstances, one major implication is that the social 

costs of' PESTs should not be judged in isolation. The benefit of what may 

nominally be a PEST may lie in the PERTs which it allows to exist. 

Correspondingly, the benefits of a PERT may be less than those observed 

directly. To assure the PERTs political viability, some social costs may be 

incurred in the implementation of inefficient transfer schemes. 

Thera are a variety of transfer schemes, but they may be broadly 

categorized into two types-tt'ose which are not neutral with respect to 

production (~coupledtl policies) and those which are neutral ("decoupled" 

policies). The existence of one or the other type may be explained by the 

.. 11-



MM@ t .. n~er!r..!!g mcde! of P9t~n,ti!U prg{hl~r unwinin~~ to 8~9 to 

supply"expanding public goods. 

2.8., Ca.se Study 

To develop the above stylized facts in the context of a specific example, 

we focus on technological changes. Technological progress is, perhaps, the 

most apparent and historically relevant source of consumer wetraregains 

resulting from product expansion. Technological advances stem from the 

dissemination of research and development which is sponsored by the 

gove1'Dlll.:.nt as a public good. This research and development would not be 

gen,9r8.tedfrom the private sector wi.thout government's involvement. This 

failure of the market place arises ltither because the benefits that are 

generated cannot be captured by private interests or because the minimal 

size and scupe of the R&D efrort is beyond the ability of private interests to 

undertake. 

For the case of inelastic demand, wealth tran$Cere need not be equally 

shared by producers. Some producers, innovators. are harmed less than 

the average because they can take greater advantagE: of tbe supply .. 

enhancing technological advance. Wealth transfers weighted in favor of 

innovators may serve to break rarm~r coaBtioQf obstructing the 

introduction of PERT policies with les8 expen"e to consumers and 

taxpayers. Those who expand production to a greater dell" . " simply need 

les8 transfer payments to be made indifI'erent to the public dissetr~nation of 

the advance. 

Coupled policies target thei" transfers according to production levels. 

Henee. a wealth transfer through a per bushel payment, which just makes 

innovators as well off as without the technological advance, will transfer 

.. J.2.. 



less (per initial level Qfproduction) tothoae who will take lessadvantaee of 

the introduced PERT. The popularity ofcoupledpayntentsmay be 

explained by this property of talgeting transfers from conswners to 

innovators, to those less har.m.ed by the disseminationoC the advance, and 

thus to those who, can most easily be induced to defect from, a coalition that 

,might obstruct the change represented by the introduction of a PERT policy. 

The limitation, of course, of coupled 'payments is that they may draw out 

more production at a greater costtbanthe :marginalvalue ·of any extra 

consumption. One of the costa, therefore. of effectively targeting innovators 

is tbeassociated excess production. Asa result, the potential 8UperiOrityto 

consumers/taxpayers of a cou,pled, diatortionary poHcymust be judged both 

by its cost efficiency at making innovators indifferent to the PERT·s 

equilibrium effects and by its tendency to encourage socially inefficient 

levels of production. 

The key element in this setting istbat consumers/taxpayers or the 

govemment does not know (l priori who each innovator is, even though they 

may know the aggregate degree of supply expansion due to the 

dissemination of the technological advance. Because th~y do not know who 

might be harmed less by the future change and. thus, to whom the target 

payments should be made in order to break obstructing coalitions, the 

government must use some a priori rule to operate the PEST. The rule is 

either a decoupled lump sum per farmer payment (or per some other fixed 

unit), given to all producers, that just breaks the coalition or a coupled per 

bushel payment (or per some other farmer controlled variable), given to all 

bushels of production, that again just breaks the coalition. 

-13-
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.In ·tQ1earlierpaper, "A Political-Economic Justification for Couple~ 

Farm Policies," Fomter and Rausser have shown ,that very reasonablE' 

conditions exist under which a per bushel scheme is superior to any pure 

transfer scheme that, might be devised Cor consumers/taxpayers. This 

result follows from ,two major features of their theoretical model: 

(1)conswnersitaxpayelts only have to make a "\ubset of 'producers 

indifferent to aterlmological. change in order to break any obstructing 

coalition, and (2) a priori innovators are indisthlguishable from 

nOnUmllvators to the govemmellt or consumers/taxpayers. 
N..,.· ~ 

Marl .. ~" the ~st of introducing a PEST includes administrative 
.. 

costa and deadweight IOBse''', An the F"is,.,ar and Rausser paper, the .' 
following pl'Opositionis preyed. 

Assume that consumers/taxpayers bear positive 

admiuistrative costs of both dissemh.atiDg a producer

harming technological advance and implementing a 

compensating wealth transfer scheme. lithe producer 

Iobbyingcos1s are (1) greater than prod~e.·losses at the level 

of advance where "onsumen are ju··. indifferent to 

disseminatiDgtbe tecbDOlogy but (2) less than producer losses 

at the level of advance where cODSUmers are indifferent to 

implementin, the transfer scheme, then there exist four 

xegioDB ofprogram combinations as the level of technological 

advaDce moves from sma1l to large.l 

-14-
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tn, anea~1iel" ,paper. "A Political-Economic Justification, 'for Coupled 

Farm Policies, I, .Foster and Hausser have shown that very reasonable 

conditions exist under whicllaper bushel scheme is 8uperiorto any ·pure 

transfer scheme that might be devised for eonsumerslt8xpayets. This 

result follows from t\VO major features of their theoreticalJIlodel: 

(1) cODsumerslt.axpayers only have to make a $ubset of producers 

indifferent toa tecbnologicalchange in order to break any obstructing 

coalition, and (2) a priori innovators are indistinguishable from 

noniDnovators to the government or consumers/taxpayers. 
N frf- ~ :-tD..J 

MoN=,.~¥, the cost of introducing a PEST includes administrative 
I 

costs and deadweight, lossel) &n the Foster and Rausser paper, the 

following proposition is proved. 

Assume that eonsumer,/taxpayen bear positi've 

administrative eoeta of both diuemiDatiDg a producer

harminltechnoloaicai advance and implementing a 

compersating wealth transfer scheme. If the producer 

Iobbyina coats8l'e (1) greater thaD p.OO.ucer losses at the level 

of advance where consumers are Just indifferent to 

diaseminatiDg"the tec1mo1osY but (2)1e$8 thaD producer losses 

at the level of advance where consumers are indiff'erent to 

implementing the transfer ooh.3me, then there exist four 

regions of program combinations u the Jevel ofteclmological 

advance moves from small to Jarge.l 



B8Jf.oaL 

~2. 

·fteIIou3. 
BegIoD4. 

No cu.emj-tfon ofBle adwmoa· (DO PEM'). 

DJaernlnatioa without wealth tnmafen (PERT 

aIoae). 

NodfwemiDation(DoPEKt). 

'1becombinatfonolboththedia-Dtlnadonaudthe 

compeusatbqrwealth traDafen (both PERT amt 
PJBI'l. 

This proposition is demonstrated in Figure 1. Some definitions are in 

order. 

mo The farmer "lobbying cost" which is represented as 

proportional to initial profits Do. 

nl Producer profits after the technological advance. 

CS Consumer gains measured by the Marshallian surplus 

between equilibrium prices after and before the 

technological advance. 

B 

k 

t 

The measure of losses in farmer profits after the 

technological change less the cost of lobbying against the 

change. 

The cost of disseminatiJig the technological advance. 

The implementation costs of the transfer policy scheme 

(PEST). 

1\ 
Consider the ease of higher lobbying costs. I no. that just makes the 

farmer indifferent to obstructing a technological change of level 82. This 

lobbying cost is chosen such that 82 lies above the level 83 where consumers 

are just indifferent to implementing both the PERT and PEST . 

.. 15-
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CS(6) - k 

4 3 

Figure I 

The mix of PERTs and PESTs under various 
levels of technological change 
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, ,~. ~ " " '. '. ',. . . , 

COlUlUD\e~yerst h01Vever. will be unable to .succeS$fully tnulSfer any 

benefit$'fA) tatmet$at, levelorS> 94. Only for values ot8·such that CS(9) -It .. 

t < B{S). will b"an$fet schemes be successfUl. 

Let-sturn to the four regions depicted in Figure 1; values Qf 8 above 81 

wUlproduce nodisseurination (Region l)jfor values between 8$ andSl, a 

pure PERT will exist (Region 2); tor values between 92 and 94, fanners will 

obstruct the PERT and consumers wiJlbe unable tosuccessMly implement 

a PEST (&,gion 3); and for values les8 than a,., it win be optimal to 

implement both a PERT and a PEST .. 

'The above schematic representation demonstrates that there exist 

fairly simple conditions, e.g .. , producer bloeking coalitions, under ~·hich 

consumers/taxpayers may wish to engage in costly welfare transfer policietS 

in order to enjoy the benefits of some aupply/expanding policy. The 

necessity of such a transfer scheme depends both on the hann sutTered by 

farmed due to the equilibrium effects of the technological change and ,on 

the cost of obstructing the advance of dissemination. 

As demand grows less inelastic, then the equilibrium effects become 

less harmful to f$rmers and the value of the technologicalcbange for 

which transfers are a necessary accompaniment grows greater (64 -40). 

Similarly, as the mEt of farm lobbying grOws greater, the larger the range 

of supply/expansion over which consumers may benefit from the 

technological advance without needing to share those benefits with 

farmers. 
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l'nthis. ;aecti()uwepresent a model of pOlitical cboicewhere both 

"ealth~transrer poUcief$. PESTs. and public-goodpolicies..PERTQ,are 

.elected, bya govern,mont,to maximize ita political support. This section 

preaenta aconctete model and draWl out some of the implications of 

recopizingthatgovemmentsehooae; amixtu.re of PESTs and PERTs. 

TheiDlplieit weights placed on consumerandprodueer surpluses in 

govetmnent decisions are shown to resultfromtbe degree to which those 

surpluses. affect politiwsuppon. The weights ona sum, of consumer and 

producer surpluses (the implied political preference fimction--PPF) reflect 

the degree of relative wealth ,transfers from one group to another, equal 

weights implying no transfers. We demonstrate that these weights shift 

with a cnange in the cost of interest group organizing due to, say, an 

institutional change. More precisely, the relative weight on each group in 

the PPF is determined by an index of relative costs of political organization. 

A decrease in a group's organizing costs relative to the other group's 

costs increases its responsiveness to changes in itl collective welfare (i.e., 

the =..t d~"'Teasa leads to Wi increase in its marginai poiiticai power). Such 

a cost decrease would shift wealth trallsf~rs in its favor and. in this way. 

the weight changes on that group in the PPF.2 Policy refonn, therefore, 

entails the alteration of the PPF through changes in the underlying costs to 

each group determining political support. Such changes in costs may 

ultimately be related to institutional reform or more simply to the 

subsidization ofpolitica1 activity. 

The framework also demonstrates that judging the relative weights 

placed on consumers and producers based on PEST policies alone may be 
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mill.dUl,.. Tbe."'tjghtfare locatin. 'the Itnsethat they ren~t 

conatndned :pvemment tn,d...,fI'. Qfpooup· .. eJrare fOf'a given :.-t otPERT 

policies... The implidtwm&hta ·baIed. onw_~th tra.IlItel"a alone may r,.vor 

one IFOUP.but the. implicit: weighti baNdon tb.~ of both PESTa and 

PERTs may:indieate just the oppolite.. The prbnaryiulpUcation of tho 

model is thattbeintroductionor an expansion o.r totallOdalwella.rebiued 

towlQ'd one group, (e.g.,a,coDlmne~biue4 PERT) Ie. to a Chanp.intbe 

degree of wea1tbtnmJter in the favo .. oftbe otM,. group.. Thatia, ,a biased 

PERT IUch 88 a technical advance with inelalticdemand yield$.an 

increuein the, local PPF weight, on the group ntt favored by ·thePERT. 

Moreover, although the 'j JCS.l weight on a group may ·increase with the 

introduction of a pie-expanding PERT, thegroupfs actual welfare may 

decline.. The degree of wealth transfer relative to a noninterventionist state 

willincreaae. but, absolute welfare of the PEST beneficiary will decline if the 

Dew noninterventionist allocation of surpluses is au.fticientlyto the 

disadvantage of that group. 

a.l..Goullrnmtnl Behavior 

Considera. government in which politicians institute policies and 

programs in order to m3Ximi.118 the poRular support from two groups. 

consumers and producers. The government realizes that its actions affect 

the two groups' eeono·mic wt:alfare and that their welfare is directly related 

to their political support. A group '8 welfare is measured by its economic 

surplus, C or F. representing consumer and producer surplus measures. 

respectively. Givengovemment actions, the levels of these surpluses are 

determined. by the group·s individual members acting in a decentralized 

way, consuming andprociuclng in response to both market incentives and 



IOv~ent polld.. The, gQ'fel11lDene. pqlicieJ have difterential·etreet. on 

the two IfO\lPl. ,tome combinations of programabenefiting both andaome 

benefiting one whileharmitsg the other. The gGYenunent, therefore. must 

make a d~onon the configuration. of policy that optimally trades off 

CODJ1UD.er and producer support through manipuJa~on of their welfare. 

The govemmeut-s choice problem is limply reDectedtbrougb the 

effaces of ita actiona on a government IUpport function. S == SlSe, Sfl. It ia 

alao·· bypoth.medthat there exilta informed oqaniutiona l'ep::eaentJng 

e"croup~. interetta and that their political activities on behalf of their 

collectivis' welfare atTeet the felponsiveneu of the Il"OUp' jj IUpporta to 

chanse- in thawelfaremea,aurel. These organizations let the political 

environment, at it were. in which the govemm.ent allocates societyta total 

weltare betweell consumers and producers. 

FoUowb)g the diSCUl8ion in the previous section, there are twO' types or 
polieiu- available to the government in 11lUimidngita support function 

through Jlltmipulation at CUJUJuntef andprodueer welfare. Pie-expanding 

PERT policies inc.l'ease tbe total available economic surplus. and 

di.tributional P&,~ policies e,frect tranaCe1'l· of surplus between groups with 

varyinrdegrees o.f deadweight lones or waste. The choice of both types of 

poUcleais constrained by the current state of technology. the state of 

managerial ability oC politicians, and the atate of theoretical and conceptual 

roundation. on which to build policy. We assume that thr.s realistic 

constraint on the set of feasible govemment actions leads to a limit to the 

total available economic surplus possible and to a cost to transfers between 

groups. 



PERT potidesare notMutral with respect. to; tbebeDeBtsaccruing to 

each group.. Indeed, 81 we dflIICuuebov8, PERT. may belometimes 

cODsUlllerhanning and somef.iDleaproducerharminr.. WereOectthe 

choice of. 'PERT by the choice of an index. E, suCh that al this index 

increases the total aurpluaavailable increaaee. Fora,oygiven, PERT (i.e., 

for any given le\ U ·ofE).tbecboiee of the pnera! design oftbe PEST will be 

made to attldn any particular level of surplus transfer betwee'ngroupa with 

the least coat..3 Tbegovemment recognizes that. through ita design of the 

particulars oCtile PERT (e.g. II the level ofaprieeDoor in combination with a 

level of import restrictions). it is settinl both consumer and producer 

surplus levels .. 

There, is in effect a surplus poasibUity frontier. or transformation 

curve, Cor every PERT policy that describes the highest posaible level oEone 

group'. economic weltarefor a given level of the other group's welfare, 

C = C(F I E). This surplus transConnation curve incorporate,aboth the 

market structure of consumer and producer behavior as well 8S the 

availabletedmology of welfare t!nulsfer.4 Two conditions on this surplus 

transformation frontier are aaaumedto hold: that everywhere the welfare 

o.f one group decrea.88s at an increasing rate with an increase in the 

welfare of the other (i.e., aclilF < Oanda%C/aF1 < 0). 

Although the governme.nt'a FE,RT and PEST decision is a 

simultaneous one, the problem may be viewed in two stages. First, for a 

PERT (a level of E), the government chooses a constrained support .. 

optimizing level of consumer and producer surpluses such that those levels 

lie on the surplus transformation curve. Its allocation of surplusea is 

dependent on the dngree of rewards (support increases) and penalties 
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(&upportdecrea$8S) offered by each group, and each group offers both 

greater reward8and~ties as it becomes more sensitive (or responsive) 

to changes in its collective welfare. At this stag(;\, thereft.re, political 

organizations contend to enhance their clients' welfare, by expending effort 

to make their respective groups IllOrt responsive, and their opposing 

groups less reSpOnsive, to govenunent action.. This first stage corresponds 

to more narrowly focused models of near-term rent seeking v/here mterest 

groups struggle over known resources in a known political economic 

environment. 

'T'':...c second stage corresponds to longer term public decisions, to 

questions of infrastructur() development, and generally to policies not 

subject to the same organization strategizing as in the first stage. In this 

second stage, the government must make a discrete choice of a PERT 

poliey, of altering the surplus possibility frontier by moving from, say, Eo to 

El. This choice of PERT is not done in iso!ation: The choice of the best 

available PERT must also recognize the ren~seeking activities "'hat occur 

which ever PERT is chosen. The government's decision to institute a PERT 

is, therefore, conditioned on the PEST (that is, there exists an optimal rent

reeking surplus trade .. off for every E) as well as the PEST conditioned on the 

PERT.5 

The government's policy choice problem can be graphically illustrated 

as in Figure 2. The surplus transformation ft'ontier for two levels of E are 

labeled Eo and Elt representing tb~ "!'!~vement from a lower level of total 

available surplus to a higher leve" due t":' the ;,:~titution of a PERT. Without 

a PEST (without any transfers) the resulting equilibrium levels of 

CODaumer and producer surpluses occur at the point (eM, FM) where the 
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o '0", 

Figure 2 

Surplus Possibility F't'ontiers 
Under Altern.ative PERTs 
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surplustransfonnation,eurve has a negative slope of unity, that is, where 

dCldF = -1. A pure transfer scheme, one which could transfer dollar for 

doUar from one group to another. would be represented by the lines Lo and 

Ll passing througbthe ,free·market equilibrium combinations on Eo and El

Note that, as we have drawn thetransCormation frantiers,the 

implementation ·althe PERT causes the free-market combination of 

surpluses to move to the point a in Figure 2., where there is a decrease in 

the Cree-market level of producer surplus.Fol" example, such a producer .. 

,barming PERT would be the government's dissemination of a new supply· 

expanding technology that decentralized, producers would adopt 

individually but which, in the presence of an inelastic demand. causes 

harm to the collective group. 

The feasible means of surplus transfer dictates the concavity of the 

surplus transformation curve. The discovery of a more efficient method of 

transfer \"ould lead to a shifting out of the transformation curve at every 

point except at the free-market. zero-transfer combination of group 

surpluses.6 Taking as given the sensitivity of group support to welfare 

changes. the government wishes to choose the optimal combination of 

consumer and producer surpluses that falls along the available 

transformation curve. It will do so in the faniiliar margin8list way: The 

last dollar transferred will just b..llance the additional decrease in losers' 

support, with the additional gain in beneficiaries' support generated by that 

dollar. l(!ss the waste of the transfer, 

(l) 



. . 

Such a government choice would~nerally :place 'the resulting combination 

of consumer and producer surpluses on one side or the other oftha .tree

market point on the curve. 

The 'relative 'weights on the two groups in the PPFwi1l be a reflection of 

'thegovernmentts allocation of surpluses which will, in tum,bathe result 

of the political support offered by those groups. The PPF is a weighted 

average (here, arithmetic) of the group's surplus measures, 

PPF =w- C+(l-w)· F, 

implYing that in equilibrium the weights on the two groups that would be 

consistent with the mamnization of tbe PPF are such that 

0... (l-w) 
-d"F=---;;;-. (2) 

The surplus transformation frontier is a function of the particular PERT 

and the political support given by the two groups which is, in turn, a 

function of the casts of organizing activities, ee and er, which we discuss 

below. Therefore, we may generally write w = weE, ee, ef). Note that this 

weight is a local representation, dependent of the level of E. 

Once the PEST policy has been decided, given each PERT choice, the 
. .. 

government then chooses the optimal PERT in seeking to maximize 

support. There is no straightforward rule of thumb for comparing between 

PERTs their constrained political equilibrium surplus combinations. It 

may be so that the government's optimal PERTIPEST mix leads to an 

increase in income transfers. For example, suppose that the best PEST 

policy has been decided for the case of Eo in Figure 2 and the constrained 

optimal level of transfers to either group is zero or minimal-that is, the 
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politicateeonomic equilibriu:m..is ,(C)4,FM).Ifthe ,governmentcb.oo$es the 

level El t the resulting combinationo£ groupsurplusee maybe at pointe 

wheJ:Q :one group 'maybe 1umneda1tho~gh that group, may now receive 

significant transfers through thePEST~ lJldeed. ll10re generally, it is 

posaible tbatthedeaclweight IOS8 per doUar transferred increases 'when 

rnovingfrom Eo toEl. Therefore. tho narrow' focusonorily the PEST and 

transfers. to. judge tbere1ative power of interest groups' may be misleading. 

8.2. Strategic BehauiorofColUlumer and ProducerOrgan~ions 

Wesssumethatthe support given to tbegovenunent by each group is a 

function of itsweJrare as measured by its economic surplus and the effort 

e~pended by political organizations serving their clients' collective 

·interests. These political organizations are considered endowed with the 

ability and information necessary to evaluate their clientst best interests in 

terms of seeking to maximize economic surplus.1 Thus, these 

organizations attempt to make their clients' support functions as 9' , .. tive 

as economically justifiable to changes in surplus and to make the L;msing 

group's support function as insensitive. Because of the limited information 

to decentralized decision makers. changes in welfare may not be co.nnected 

in their minds with political decisions th!-t otherwise might be influenced 

bytbreats or encouragement. Indeed, the problem facing the decentralized 

decision maker may be the inability to distinguish welfare changes caused 

by his government and cbanges caused by persons or events unconcerned 

with his or her political constituency_ It is the purpose of the political 

organizations serving tl .. a decision maker to provide such information and 

to provide confusion or misinformation to the decision makers not so 

served. 



In particular, eonsid~rthe~e ·ofa 'producer organization expending 

effort, .8t, 'k,; increase the :additional political support producers ·offer for an 

increase inthegroup·s welfare. That is, the effort is meant to make 

producer support morel"esponsive to an increase in F and, thus, to 

encourage the government to increase F at the expense of C for a given 

PERT.. Similarly, the effort also mitigates any decrease in consumer 

support due to the change in stU'Plus allocation. In ma,rginalist terms, the 

producer's organization attempts to increase the marginal rate of producer 

support with respect to F,aSr/aF, and reduce the marginal rate of 

consumer support with respect to C, as.:Jac. 

The consumer's organization expends a similar effort to increase the 

marginal rate of consumer support and reduce the 'rate of producer 

support. We take these marginal supports as functions of the group's 

collective welfare and the relative efforts expended by the organizations. 

That is, writing p as the ratio of consumer political effort to producer eifort, 

p = eJer' represent the marginal rates of supports as 

(3) 

where dMclap>O and aMr,ap<O. 

Although the use of a ratio of organizational efforts can be generalized 

by separately including ec and ef in the above functions, this complication 

yields little intuitive value for our present purposes. Nevertheless, the 

reader may wish to note that the ratio p carries some implicit assumptions. 

First, a proportionate increase in activity by one organization in response to 

an increase by the other would leave unchanged the group's sensitivity to 
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weltQ, ebang".&COnd,impli(tjthere ~i8 ·that 'theorpnizationa, co:Qduct 

equall,.efrective pOlitical: activiti6J. Fo~ mtt.anC8, anadverflsin.&'canlpaign 

«Jnd\l.ctedbl'~·coP$w:ner·a o~zation w.,u1dbe justQ ~ffectiveaa~iftbe 

Baun&~~gn.were ,C(m.du~ oy the producer organi~tion. In this 

"'enSe ·the organizations can.bidetbeb' idell'gtiea or true pUl.'PQse. Also 

~).meit. 'il that ()rpnizatipna' acti'ritiesarenot aimed at. specific groups •. 

That i~. the etrort ·f)tano~tion ianot tailorecitoinfluencing only the 

marginal support of ill :single group. 

,A1tb;oughth~ etTon-·of each orpnization ·are equally effective, their 

marginal coats of effort aren.oLThe unit COlts of effQrt to the consumer's 

orgauization is lepresented by kc and to the producer·s organization by kr

Differential costs of poJiticalaetivity may arise from several sources, the 

most important or which is the transactions costs of developing and 

maintaining politically cohesive groups. For smaller, more homogeneous 

groups,luch as farmers in the developed world, the costs of organizing, 

identifying, informing. and coordinating group Jl),embersbip. is relatively 

law.. For larger, diverse groups, such as consumers in the developed world, 

costs of similar organizational activities are relatively large. 

a.a.The Level of Wealth Transfer for a Giv,n PERT and the Determination 

of the PPF Weights 

In order for these political organizations to have a role in this model, 

they must anticipate the effects of their activities on the welfare of their 

client groups. That is, the organizations understand how their efforts alter 

government incentives to allocate welfare across groups. In this sense, 

each organization behaves as a Stackelberg leader with respect to the 

government's choice of optimal wealth transfer. Intuitively, the 
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OfS~iion8, .81"Q Gettilllf the political terrain over which the govenunent 

seebtQ·,athertbegreateat.,support. With ,...pectto wealth tfansfers. the 

twoorganizationfJ' are gaming over the structure of' support trad~ffa--the 

isso",suppori curves of the government-choice problem-leaving the 

govenunenttofind, the optillUll "conaumption"of consumer and producer 

sutpl11SeB along the aurplw; possibilities frontier, C = C(F). 

Each organization wishes to maximize its client group·s econonrlc 

surplus net of the cost of the effort expended. With knowledge of how 

changes in marginal rates of support affectgov~mment support andtalring 

the activity of the opposing organization as given, each organization will 

expend effort until the marginal gain in itsgroup's surplus is just equal to 

the unit cost of effort. From the government's decision rule given by 

expression (1). the definition of the marginal rates of 'support given by 

~xpre88ion (3), and the surplus transformation frontier C;; C(F), we can 

find each organizationts !'eaction function in terms of tbePERT, E, and the 

political ettort of the other organization, 

of 1 p (aMe acOMr) 
de, =XCf\. ap aF +Tp =kft (4) 

(5) 

In equilibrium, the optimal level of effort of each organization must be 

consis.tent with the effort of its opponent and the government's actions 

consistent with that political activity. 



"" 

From above expteQiol)a and the discwudon of the impliecipolitical 

p~erence function, expression (2), we draw our' first result regarding the 

Ioc81 PPF wmgbts, 

(.1- w)Jw '=- iJCliJP=p ·kJk,. (6) 

Thatia, the relative weightplaceti on prOQllCflre in equiUbrium is 

proportional to the ratio of DW'ginal COlts ofpoUtical ,activity. For given 

relative efforts· in equilibrium (i.e., a fixed equilibrium, p), a greater 

marginal coat of eifQrt by the consumer·a·organization, ceteris paribus, 

leads to a reduction in the PPFweighton consumer welfare. 

The relative level of efforts expended by the two groups, however. w111 

change with changes in the relative margin,al costs of organizational 

activity. We may determine the equilibrium efCectsofan increase in 

relative costs by noting that expressions (1) and (6) must hold in equilibrium 

for every PERT and every ratio of costs, determining both the equilibrium 

levels of producer surplus [taking 0 ~ C(F I E)) and the ratio of political 

organizing efforts. Define the parameter e = kJkr. From expression (1), 

(7) 

From expression (6). 

dp/8= - p/(Crr"dF/dp +8) <0 (8) 

where e rr = ;lCliiF <0. 



o.dJo1Q ...... (IocaIl,weIPtaoD·IfO'QP ~lDthePPF. 

~~""1rith:~;~·u."'~'tor. 

1lveu.PB:B:l';_lDal_ID_"m.tion·.~eodol 

'poBtt.1J!d!v,!~:'e!=t!.=·the~_.ui:.tioItI,COIt, 

wUldeere • .,tlte'~aafta""·~I·weIfar& 

In :particular.adecrease in the reJative co·at ofpolitiea1activity of the 

conamner'sorganization willinerease the relative effort that organization 

expends relative to the producer's organization and this. iutum, will lead 

to an. increase intheconsumergroup'swelfare (and a decre&$ein F). As 0 

increases and F increases, the degree of wealth transfer moves in .favor of 

eonsumers and. thus. the weight on the couaumera in the PPFincreases. 

a~4. Tn.. Inlroduclion o(e Pie-E%pandingPERT 

Conaider the government', decision tomtroduce a PERT policy which 

expands the surplus transformation frontier at every point. That is. the 

govemment Dl8Y move from. the selection of Eo toEl, implying that, for 

every F. C(F tEd> C(F lEo). Furthermore, consider the case of a consumer· 

biased change in PERT policies. We define" such a biased shift such that the 

difference C(F I El) • C(F lEo) grows as F decreases. In terms of 

mcrementaJespanaioBlof the surplus transformation curve, a consumer

mued shift .implies a2C1aFaS < O. 

Intuitively. a :conswner .. biase~ shift would result in a free.market 

equilibrium whereconsumera are better off but producers are worse oft 

Furthofmore, in terms of wealth-transfer policies. a gaven increase in 

producer welfare through a PEST will come at a greater decrease in 
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eonaumerwelfareuncler El ·than. 'Uftdar Eo; thUl, the marginal lop in 

CODlWDer luppontorthe .marginal transferftomanY levatof C would be 

greater. In effect, the producer's organization would ·find it mote diflicult 

to induce the govemmentto tranafer additional income from consumers 

from given levels of surplus allocation and; poUtical'activity. 

Suppase th.at, in this second etaP ofpubUc policy-makin" the 

govemment accepts the PERT; that i., let SlSc(Cl1. Pt), Sf{Fl. PI»> 

sr~ J,( pol. St<Fo. po)]" We are intereated in tbereluiting degree ofw.ealth 

transfers that taka place under tbesenew political economic conditions. In 

terms of the PPF, how do the constrained weilbta on groupaurplua change 

with the move to El? The answer is that the local weightoD producer 

surplWlUtcreases although produceraurplua may decrease with the move 

from Bolo Et .. 

We now plOve this 'result. Note thatthePPF weights are indicated by 

the value of p-the relative orcanizational efforts-in equilibrium as 

indicated in expression (6). The weight on producers increuesif Pl > Po, 

thatia,i£ the f;quilibrium allocation. of surpluses is IUch that the slope of the 

surplus transformation curve is greater under the new PERT, 

-ac{FIB1)/ilP>- ac(FI.Er)(iJF.. For example, in Figure 2 an initial 

equilibrium of (CM.FM> would imply Po == 1. The weight on producers 

would increase (PI> 1) with a new equi.librium at point c. To show this, 

suppose the opposite case, that PI .s. Po, which implies that. ;.,ince the move 

from Eo to El is consumer biased, producer surplus must raU and 

consumer surplua must de, Fl < Fo. Cl > Co. In other words. if PI .s. POt 

then the new equilibrium under El would be represented by a point.8uch 



ub .:ri~;2.. Concavity of thtmareinal .• upportfimd.ions NJutetUt, 

itp:l<Po. 

From thegoveflllDentll
• opthplallocation of luq)lu8ea 4nder each .PERr, 

however, p8= MtfMc.und we have a c-onttadietion. Hence. we may .tate 

the following result: 

~enteholce of a CQnsum~hiased PERr leads to an 

i:DcreaeiD the(looal)wellhton~io the PW. 

Intuitively, the conditions expressed by (9) imply that consumer 

&ensitivity to surplus cbang~8 falls the greater that group·s welfare and the 

lower the relative level of pro-consumer political activity" Similarly, 

pr9ducer sensitivity riaes the lower that group·s welfare and the bigherthe 

relative level of pro-p.roducer activity. In equilibrium, one would not 

C)bserve ootb a decline i.n producer welfare. an increase in pr~prod\1eer 

etYort, and at the same time a decrease in that group's sensitivity to 

changes in its welfare.. The result simply saya that. in general. 

govern..wnent's will place less weight on any interest group that. grows more 

satisfied and expends less lobbying effort.. 

This is not to say that both consumer and producer welfare grow but 

that the degree of wealth transfer (from the noninterventionist point) grows 

in the producer's favor. In tact, the equilibrium surplus to producers may 



fall with anintrodlletion .inthe PERT at the8t;Jne time the constramed 

weights on p~od.uceJ"s may increase in thePPF.8 

ThePPF is a reduced-form e~ression of the more complicated (and 

richer) sti'Ucture of a political system.. Therefore" when speaking about 

tefcnm. (and almost always one. is referring to ending wealth transfers), one 

is implicitly .if not explicitly, speaking about changing the weights on 

groups in the PPF. Grudging reforms, forced on a political system by an 

outside go'vernment or international body, will fail if these underlying 

weights remain unchanged. Such reforms will be temporary reactions to 

external dmnands and. once those demands abate, the political ~yste1ll will 

likely return to its previous policy equilibrium. Only if outside pressures 

force the restructuring of the weights of institutions would suclt reforms be 

permanent. 

Indeed, unless the weights in the PPF change, unsustainable 

alterations in agricultural policies should not be termed reforms at all. To 

move from a current mixture of policies to sustainable reforms entails the 

movement from one policy equilibrium to another. The emphasis of this 

perspective is on a government's problem of selecting the mixture of public 

goods and transfers that maximizes its political support. Simply put, 

reforming food and farm policies implies changing the forces conditioning 

government behavior. 

The movement. from one equilibrium to another t with a new discretta 

selection of a PERT and PEST mixture, is equivalent to eliminating a 

missing market. As with the Coase theorem, if all parties negotiate 



eOiciently, then Jle existence of incomplete political economic markets is 

'not an obstacle to efficient policy reforms. However,. due to transactions 

costa and incomplete information, the Coase theorem does- not provide an 

attractive solution. In this instance we are left with no alternative but to 

turn to conective action 01" government behavior to etrectively lower the 

transactions costs and provide more adequate information so that a market 

for reform naturally emerges. For this argument to make sense, we must 

appeal to the economies of size, the willingness of govemments to impose 

effective penalties and rewards, and new negotiation techniques. 

The demand for reform is an increasing function of the degree of social 

waste generated by wealth-transfer programs but the supply of reform is 

not. Much like the demand for goods imagined, but yet beyond tbe present 

state of technology to produce profitably f the demand for reform will remain 

unfulfilled without a change in a country's political technology. The 

reform of agricultural policies must comE. through changes in the me .. ,",8 of 

compensating groups who would otherwise be losers or through 

institutional changes in the relative costa of political activity by groups 

paying the compensation (typically consumers). If we do not see a supply of 

reform, then we must not despair for the economic rationality of 

governments. We must, instead, be Edisons and invent the intellectual and 

political machinery that will allow reform to be profitably supplied. 

From the perspective developed here, reforms that lessen the 

distortionary and inefficient aspects of agricultural policy may be induced 

from twfl important sources-tile development of lesb wasteful means of 

compensation and the lowering of costs associated with making those 

paying the compensation more sensitive to government decisions. 



Developing better compensatiolll :schemes ,maybe thought of aafinding 

improved means to negotiate the allocation of society's welfare. There 

'appear to be valuable transactions that can take place between consumers 

and producers, involVing the savings of many wasted resources, and yet 

these transactions remain UDnQgotiated. 'l.b.is is, in part, 'b,?c[~use there are 

no satisfacto:ry means of satisfying both group~ due to the inadequate stock 

oCida88. Rather than altering the political power relationships betw0en 

groups, refonn n,.ay ~ acoomp1ished by demonstrating the feasibility of 

alternative, more efficient programs of wealth transfer. 

In the framework of the model in section 3, the introduction of a less 

wasteful transfer scheme would be an expansion of the surplus possibility 

frontier at everyeombination of consumer and producer surplus levels 

involving a welfare exchange. Such an alteration in the surplus 

transformation curve would imply th .... t the PEST more closely 

approximates a lump·sum transfer. In at. world of perfect knowledge, 

where every imaginable type of policy iG possible, nondistomng lump-sum 

transfers would be the government's optimal means of allocating society's 

welfare. In the real world, however, a lump-sum transfer most often is not 

a practical means but rather a standard by which we can measure how 

advanced is the state of the art of wealth transfers. 

A second means of obtaining sustained reforms is a change in the 

relative costs of organizing those who would benefit by those reforms. By 

increasing the responsiveness of a group-in particular, consumers and 

taxpayers in the developed world-to changes in its welfare, the 

government would take advantage of present transfer mechanisms but 

move the allocation of surpluses to less wasteful combinations. Reducing 
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the costs of organizing the beneficiaries of reform may be done in several 

wa~from direct subsidization to the reform of the institutions in which 

poHtical activity takes place. 

The direct subsidization of eirorts to' increase the sensitivity of 

consumer/tupayergroups in the developed world may, at first glance, 

seem to hold little promise. Nevertheless, some countries do have 

institutional arrangements to keep watch over cODSwnerinterests, and the 

experience of Australia, for example, could serve as a model for other 

nations. One should not9, however. that the expense of decreasing the cost 

of pro .. consumer activity and increasing the cost of pro-producer activity 

must be bome-at least in part if not in full-by those potential winners 

outside a political system targete' i fhr reform. 

The point is to move to a 1t.;;W poUtical equilibrium, and this implies 

changing the structure on which outcomes hang; after all, for the case of 

COJlstant political technology, if changing the relative costs of political 

activity were a simple matter of decisions made within the political system, 

then presumably it would already have been done. External groups-even 

entire nations-who would gain coincidentally with the strengthened 

political power of intemal groups, must therefore carry part of the 

responsibility of beginning the reform pro·cess, 'and they must be prepared 

to altare in the direct expens~ of increasing pro-reform activities. 

There are, in addition, less direct ways of lowering the cost of 

oi.~~a.nizing pro-consumer activities such as the provision of information 

l'egarcnng the welfare effects of government policies. This indirect means 

may be broadly termed "transparency analysist' and has developp . a. great 

many proponents in the last several years. Although greater information 



'to 'potentialberleficiaries oCreform. may' be necessary to motivate opposition 

to tbe }U'esent statecf wealth-transfer sehemes, ,there are significant 

reasons to believe 'that transparency analysis will ;not be sufficient. First,to 

place all the 8DlphaSis ,on mairingtt1m$parentthe eirectsoC a government's 

agriculturalpolicie& implies a severe lack: ·of intelligence on the part or 
those who bear tbeoost of wealth .. transfers. Yet. food and farm, policies 

have been in place for decades, CODsWIlers especially have enjoyed ever

cheapening food prices, and the developed world goes on in apPflrentgood 

order despite the years oC social waste. Seoond, transparency antilysis is 

subject to the same politicizatioD and ma~pu1ation as other information 

and misinformation supplied to interest groups. 

This paper prefJents a new perspective, rich in insights, on policy 

reform. The formal framework focuses on the political economy of policy 

reform. A straightforward model of policy-making is developed. where 

governments seek to maximize support from different social groups 

thruugh the judicious combination of both PERT and PEST policies. 

Particular attention i1 paid to the degree of wealth transfers (the PEST) as 

total social welfare increases (the PERT) .. '"The model demonstrates that. in 

the ease of competing inu!:''ast of two groups, the weight given to one group 

in the allo,cation of economic surpluses will increase as total welfare 

increases with a bias toward the other group. The essential result is simply 

that the policies accomplishing the wealth transfers cannot be isolated from 

policies providing public goods. Practically speaking what may appear to 

be socially wasteful and incoherent agricultural pn '~~'ams may actually be 



l'ationally designed schemes of coD)pensation for larger, longer term. 

policies which expand society's economic pie. 

It is the responsibility of goodgovemments to select an \)ptimal 

pGrtrolio of PERTs and PESTs, to balance economic possibilities with 

poIiticaldemands. How governments weigh the welfare ofditTerent 

constituencies depends on many elements,asdi6C1188~dinthe paper, but it 

is important to note that the weights that might be inferred from 

observation(tf "inefficient" welfare transfers are ofl;en globany incorrect. 

Yet, those local, or constrained, weights dorened an underlying political

economic structur&-the surplus possibility frontier. the relative cost of 

political activity. and SO on. 

The ftamewol"k 'uses the notion of a missing market, where adequate 

demand for reform exists but there !8 insufficient supply. The current 

political preference or governing criterion function underlies this missing 

market for policy reform. To the degree that the existing policy 

configuration is sustainable. the l1UiTent political preference function is the 

basis for a stable policy equilibrium. This policy equilibrium can only be 

altered by changing some element or elements of the underlying structure 

that results in the current political preference function.. With changes in 

the political preference function comes the potential for the emergence of a 

market for reform and a new policy equilibrium. The analysis of these 

changes in the framework developed in this paper can be conducted using 

the machinery of new institutional economics and modern industrial 

organization. 
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lSmal1 9 indicates ·1arge"teclulologieal changes and 0 near' unity 

indicates »smantfchang~~. 

tIn our-model. 'hete. it i$ the ~. rate otpolitical supportvAth 

respect. to tl .. cbang~. ina groupts Wf3lf"aN that is impGrtan'in cmQiC$ not the 

$bsolu.te level .. 

~V/~wiU :eet aside for the present discussion the possibility that the 

governxnf;!ntmightpurposefully intrQduee a degree. of waste into surplus 

transreN ro~stratepc ends. Such additional waste may Tes1llt (1) fromtbe 

l)Sefitlnf!88 of a mora wasteful transfer mechanism to differentiate between 

decentl'alized decisionmakere and, thus, more cheaply counter political 

opposition by dividing and .conquering and (2) from tbe usefulness of a more 

wasteful mechanism to encourage further rent-seeking activities of interest 

groups and, thus, perhaps to increase the government's political support. 

The first possibility is discussed and analyzed at considerable length in 

Foster and Hausser. 

"Here we are abstracting from the implementation costs of the transfer 

scheme and which group bears these costs.. It is reasonable to assume that 

all groups share in these costs in the proportion that their memberships 

have in the totalpopulation~ Thus, we assume that the group's shares of 

the implementation costs are not subject to strategic behavior and that they 

may be incorporated into the surplus transformation curve. 

SAs in the case of implementing the PEST. we assume that the cost of 

implementing the PERT is borne by each group in some fixed proportion 
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and not subject to strategic behavior. ThU$, we assume that these costs 

may be .incorporated into the degree of the outward shift olthe surplus 

transfounation frontier. 

GSuch a change in the transformation frontier would itself be a PERT 

and mot.: g~nera11yshould be subject to acceptance or rejection in the 

government's optinalselection of policies. Allowing that a more 

generalized view of the strategic govemmentbehavinr is possible (following 

the remarks in footnote 2), we sha11nevertheles8 confine ourselves to a 

chaice among PERTs that leads to expansion of the transformation frontier 

at every poin~ that is, PERTs that we refel" to as pie expanding. We assume 

that any more efficient means of deviating from the free-market 

equilibrium of group surpluses is immediately adopted. 

1A political organization may not strictly be the agent of a groupts 

collective interest but rather have coincidental interests. The 

knowledgeable, but politically weak. organization may attempt to make its 

dec!:ntralized (distracted), but politically powerful. partner more responsive 

to government actions through the collection. analysis, and dissemination 

of information. Thus, in this way a political symbiosis is obtained which 

can be modeled as an organization and its-client group. 

8A sufficient condition for an incremental increase in E to lead to a 

decline in producer surplus is found from the expressions defining the 

political economic equilibrium (1) and. (6). After some comparative statics 

manipulations, 

dF/dE = -(A· ere" 9 . B)/(Ctr· A .. e ·11) 
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where A < Ois thederiv.tive of expression (1) ,with respect top, B is the 

dQrivative orel) with respect to 13, andll <0 is the $eCOnd,.orderconditionof 

thegovenunent'8 optimizationpfOblem~Now the dentlm.inator oftheaboYo 

exprel8ionil positivQ"sO aeumcient condition fortbe entire expreasionto 

be of negative sign is':;fB<O; that ia, if 

Intuitively~ producer welfare will deCi"ease in equilibrium if the percentage 

decline in CODl3umer sensitivity to a welfare cbange is less than the 

increase in the slope of the surplus possibllityCrontier (i.e., it becomes more 

negative). 
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